SERVANT PARTNERS
LISTENING PROJECT SUMMARY
We seek God's shalom by pursuing holistic
transformation of urban poor communities
alongside our neighbours.
The intention of this listening project is to determine the impact of
COVID-19 and current racial violence upon households in the
Downtown Eastside (DTES), asking questions that build upon
Servant Partners' framework of 9 Signs of Community
Transformation. We interviewed 139 neighbours during August and
September 2020.
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Who did we listen to?
Out of 139 respondents...

79% women
70% lived in
subsidized housing
61% Single
20 different
Indigenous nations

Impacts:

1. Closure of Community Event Spaces
The closure and limited access to almost all the assets that
neighbours regularly access in the neighbourhood had the most
severe impact to our neighbours' well-being. Often, in their
responses, neighbours spoke about missing their sense of routine,
community connection and opportunities to gather and help one
another in their neighbourhood. Those living in the DTES have a
deep desire to be connected and unified with others, further
demonstrating the incredible resilience and care of neighbours.

30 additional ethnic
backgrounds
4 major religious traditions,
plus others
55% families with kids
living at home
For a much more detailed description of the
demographics, our focus group, and the
survey questions, see the full report!

"It was my social connection.
It had people I know and people that need me."

2. Children's Learning

"My husband and I don't understand the homework English is not our first language. We can't help our kids."

Children's learning was the top impact for Indigenous & White families and the
second greatest impact for people of colour. The top two requests from parents
were to be more equipped from teachers and to get tutoring help. Online
education was a challenge especially without support with technology.

3. Emotional Health
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"I have no time to rest, to engage in cultural practices, and to experience and
work through grief. I and others had to sing someone on who died on the
street, without a proper place and materials to conduct the ceremony."
84% of neighbours experienced a negative impact on their emotional and mental health since the
pandemic began. Many spoke about experiencing feelings like stress, isolation, fear, anxiety, worry,
sadness, anger, and uncertainty, to name a few. Racism and the increase of hate targeting Asians
have increased neighbours' fear. 42% of respondents reported personally being affected
negatively by violence, racism and/or police brutality. Many also reported self-care practices as
well as culturally supportive activities to help bring balance.

More key findings:
Single
women:

59% told us that the loss of ability to generate income
impacted them significantly, making it the 3rd most severe
impact for them. Many neighbours in addition to single
women need and want to work in order to supplement
government assistance and/or for social connection.

"When COVID-19 started I lost my job working in a kitchen preparing food for
neighbours. After preparing food I would have conversations with my neighbours
and I really enjoyed the in-person connection. My job had to cut down on staff as a
result I was let go. They offered to pay me a leave of absence but I didn't feel
comfortable getting paid and not working. I liked having something to fill my time."

Chinese
Seniors:

62% spoke about the significant or severe impact COVID19 had on their ability to pursue creative hobbies and enjoy
outdoor beauty. In addition to a fear of contracting the
virus, they spoke of being afraid to walk the streets or parks
due to the rise in hate targeting Asians.

最近有⼀天我出去買菜的時候，突然有⼀名⽩⼈男⼈很⼤聲對我説 “Chinese! Chinese!” 他也對我說
我⽴刻開始跑⾛，離開他，但我看他也開始跑，想追我。我就⾛向UGM，⼀路⾛⼀⾛呼喊”HELP!
那個男⼈就沒有繼續追我。那時候我很怕，最嚇我的事情。我知道那個⼈是歧視我們中國⼈。⾃
從那個事情發⽣，我⼼中有陰影。我覺得不安全出去，特別在晚上。”

“
”F***!”
HELP!”

English Translation of rewritten quote/summary:
One day recently I went out to buy groceries, suddenly, there was a white man yelling at me, “Chinese! Chinese!" He
also was yelling “F***!” I immediately started to run away from him, but I saw that he started to run and to chase
me. I then ran towards UGM, yelling “HELP! HELP!” as I ran. Then he stopped following me. I was very scared at
that time; I never felt more afraid, ever. Ever since this incident, I feel that there is a shadow cast over me, in my
heart. I know that this person was racist towards us Chinese. I don’t feel safe going out, especially when it is dark.
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A HOLISTIC IMPACT...
mental

29% of neighbours reported a significant or severe daily impact on their ability to
generate income. In addition to income, respondents lost the social interaction,
meaningful use of their time, and participation in the neighbourhood that regular
employment and/or honorarium work provided.
English conversation was a common learning pursuit amongst adults, and we
heard that they are looking for more opportunities to practice!

Emotional

Families' connection to one another created the greatest opportunities for
gratitude as well as grief and stress.
23% of families expressed positive impacts of COVID-19 as they spent more
time together. They described growing emotionally together when intentionally
using the extra time getting to know one another better.

physical

31% of neighbours' health and access to health care were significantly or severely
impacted by COVID-19. 47% of Indigenous neighbours said their health was
significantly or severely impacted. Access to healthy food during August and
September was the least impacted category by COVID-19. 52% of respondents
mentioned accessing food support programs.

spiritual

Impact to individual faith practices were mentioned as the highest positive
impact for Indigenous neighbours and second highest overall. 54% of Christian
respondents told us that prayer was the spiritual discipline that increased the most
during this time.
Enjoying nature was the most repeated theme when sharing about access to
beauty and creative hobbies. Though many neighbours are very sympathetic, tent
cities in the DTES are significantly impacting neighbours' access to neighbourhood
parks and has affected their sense of safety and well being outdoors in the area.
We need more permanent, affordable and supportive housing for neighbours.

Who was most significantly or severely impacted overall?
Examining all impact areas in the
Servant Partners' "9 signs," we see
that "other people of colour" were
the most holistically impacted
significantly and severely by the
pandemic.

The number in brackets indicates the number of respondents, expressed as a range to reflect the
lowest and highest number of respondents for the impact area used to calculate the average.

While White people and Chinese
seniors had certain areas that were
severely impacted by the
pandemic, considering all the areas
overall, they were slightly less
impacted compared to Indigenous
people and other people of colour.

Social Impacts: Racial Violence and Overdoses
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"I feel sad for the victims of police brutality. I worry that the police are not fair. Everyone has
the right to live in peace, especially refugees and immigrants who fled their homes for this
reason. They came to feel safer but now they do not. I used to fear wearing hijab after 9/11.
I've experienced discrimination many times before and I still fear going outside because of
ongoing stories of discrimination."

In response to our questions about racial violence and feelings of safety
in the neighbourhood, we heard four main areas of concern:
1. Increase of incidents of racism and racial violence in the DTES
69% of Indigenous and 55% of people of colour said race-related violence since the
start of the pandemic had a noticeable to severe impact on their feelings of safety in
the neighbourhood.
Neighbours have many ideas on how Christian churches can address racial injustice
inside and outside of the church. See the full report for more.

2. Lack of safety
East and Southeast Asians reported the highest percentage of severe impact to
their sense of safety.

"I tell my children to only speak in English."

3. Police presence as both helpful and unhelpful
22% of respondents have had negative experiences with the police.
20% of respondents reported positive comments related to feeling safe with the
police.

4. Increase of Drug use and overdose deaths
There were more overdose deaths than deaths related to COVID-19 in our
neighbourhood; this deeply affects our neighbours. There were 379 deaths due to
overdoses reported in the Vancouver Coastal Health region in 2020 up until Oct.
31st. (Statistic from BC Coroners Service)
"In the past 6 months, two people have overdosed in front of our house. It's been very harrowing
for me and my family. In one case, we were able to pray over the overdosing individual as
paramedics tried to revive him for over an hour. The increase in drug use and overdosing is crazy."

...Requires a holistic response to Thrive.

We are tremendously grateful for all the neighbours who gave their time and shared their
experiences to shape this report! We are eager to co-create a response with you! We will be
reaching out to build responsive actions together. There are so many ways to build on the
tremendous compassion and concern this community has for one another. Building more
connections with one other will strengthen our community and allow us to recover from
COVID-19 with a greater ability to thrive in a holistic way.

Contact us at 604-379-6040 or at krista-dawn.kimsey@servantpartners.org to share your
ideas, get the full report, or ask any further questions. Check out our website to learn more
about Servant Partners' 9 Signs of a transforming community; www.servantpartners.org

